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Motivation and Background
• As machine learning (ML) models find their way into various domains such as

finance, healthcare, and law enforcement, there is growing concern that
these models could unintentionally extend existing biases and discrimination
present in the data they are trained on.

• Typical workflow: Acquire a dataset, select an ML model, tune model
parameters and hyperparameters, evaluate performance

• To check the suitability of a dataset for a data science application, multiple
models are trained on the dataset and checked for performance metrics
• Computationally expensive, especially for complex ML models e.g.,

neural networks, which are resource-intensive

• Need to quickly estimate the fairness of models before they are deployed in
real-world situations

We propose DataFit, a system that estimates the goodness of fit of a dataset for 
fairness of downstream ML tasks. We utilize advances in data profiling and meta-
learning to estimate model fairness from historical data. 

Our solution: DataFit
• Generate data characteristics or meta-features during a workflow

• e.g., mean_skewness, pca_components_95_var, correlation, confidence
• Leverage past historical data to determine data characteristics that are

indicative of specific fairness metrics by quantifying the metrics in terms of
the data characteristics

• Learn a meta-model to estimate fairness given the data characteristics
• For a new dataset, use the learned meta-model to estimate fairness of an ML

model trained over this dataset

Challenges: The new dataset obtained could be out of distribution from the 
training dataset. It might also be from a different sample leading to lower accuracy 
with learned models.

Experimental Setup

Datasets: 
• German Credit dataset:  contains demographic and financial information of

1,000 bank account holders. Prediction task: classify individuals as good or
bad credit risk. [3]

• ACS Income dataset: contains demographic and employment information of
1,599,229 individuals. Prediction task: predict whether an individual's income
is above $50,000. [4]

Performance metrics:
• Fairness metrics: Demographic parity, equalized odds, predictive parity. [5]
• e.g., an algorithm is considered fair according to demographic parity if different

demographic groups have the same rate of positive (or negative) outcomes.

Conclusions

Estimating fairness of models trained over a dataset without actually training the 
model is of importance because of the huge time- and resource-intensive nature 
of the training process. Our results indicate that DataFit correctly estimates 
fairness for in-distribution and out-of-distribution data with huge runtime gains. 

Experimental results
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!𝑌 - Predicted values from model
A -  Protected attribute (e.g., gender, race)
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